英語入試対策 ＜語形変化＞ 集中特訓！ 過去問チャレンジ！
① In 1959, about 100 cherry trees were (send) to Toronto in return from Japan.
（2014 年京都）
② The book was (write) by a Japanese man.
（2014 年京都）
③ When I (leave) the childcare center, the teacher said～
（2014 年京都）
④ Yesterday I (sell) 100 sandwiches!
（2014 年千葉）
⑤ He is the (funny) man I have ever met in my life.
（2014 年千葉）
⑥ I was interested in a story about some people who were (try) to make water safe around the
world. （2015 年京都）
⑦ I was shocked by the picture I (see).
（2015 年京都）
⑧ A: Are tese Jane's notebooks?
B:No. They are ( I )
（2015 年千葉）
⑨ Can you say the ( five ) month of the year in English?
（2015 年千葉）
⑩ At lunch time, Kate and Yuji (sit) down under one of the trees. He took a box out of his bag.
（2016 年京都）
⑪ Yuji said, “Jubako is often (use) for osechi, the special meals for New Year.”
（2016 年京都）
⑫ It was far aaway from her village and she (have) to help her father with his work on the farm.
（2016 年京都）
⑬ Two month later, the new school was (build).
（2016 年京都）
⑭ It was the (good) one I've ever seen.
（2016 年千葉）

⑮ A: This CD player doesn't work.
B: Oh, really? It (break) again!
（2016 年千葉）
⑯ Thank you for (join) our team
（2017 年京都）
⑰ Kendo has (bring) me back here.
（2017 年京都）
⑱ A woman (work) at the shop heard that and said, ～
（2017 年京都）
⑲ A: Who read this book?
B: Takashi (do).
（2017 年千葉）
⑳ One day, I (find) a guitar school in my city.
（2018 年京都）
㉑ I smiled with the other members and Korean guitarists. The Korean people (listen)to the concert
wer excited and looked happy.
（2018 年京都）
㉒ We can't dance like them without (practice) many times.
（2018 年千葉）
㉓ After we (finish), we went outside.
（2019 年京都）
㉔ It is important to know that there (be) some different ways to make electricity.
（2019 年京都）
㉕ I have never (visit) any one of these countries
（2019 年京都）
㉖ She wanted him to know more about her and (spend) a lot of time with her.
（2019 年京都）
㉗ First, we (choose) a story about a man who had a trip around the world with animals. Then, we
decided each role like actors and stagehands.
（2020 年京都）
㉘ Have you ever (hear) that each bee has its own role?
（2020 年京都）

㉙ I was really excited when I (see) the beautiful sweets in a shop near my house for the first time.
（2020 年京都）
㉚ It was about a sweet (name) Tarte Tatin from France.
（2020 年京都）
㉛ Have you ever (sing) an English song?
（2020 年千葉）
㉜ What is the name of the (twelve) month of the year in English?
（2020 年千葉）
㉝ It is (call) “Pack Cooking”
（2021 年岡山）
㉞ He (tell) me about it last week.
（2021 年京都）
㉟ Usually, the trash is (collect) in the morning.
（2021 年京都）
㊱ I (worry) about it a little, but I became excited when I started it.
（2021 年京都）
㊲ There (be) many trees around here 20 years ago.
（2021 年千葉）
㊳ I hear that tomorrow will be the (hot) day of this month.
（2021 年千葉）

